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August 30, 2019 
 
 
 
Dear Governor Mike DeWine: 
 
Enclosed is the Report of the Working Group on Reviewing of the Medical Board’s 
Handling of the Investigation Involving Richard Strauss, which you requested 
through Executive Order 2019-16D.           
 
I would like to thank all of the offices and officials identified in your Executive Order 
for their support to the Working Group, and especially thank the individuals who 
served on the Working Group.  I believe I speak for all of us when I say that it was 
a privilege to be asked to undertake this serious and necessary review of the 
Medical Board’s handling of the investigation involving Richard Strauss.   
 
Further, the Working Group is prepared to continue its work as outlined in 
Executive Order 2019-16D, and to undertake any other review that you may 
require. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Director Thomas Stickrath 
Ohio Department of Public Safety 
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REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR 

 
 

Documented systemic failures at both The Ohio State University and State Medical Board of Ohio 
prevented any tangible administrative or criminal consequences from ever being taken against Richard 
Harry Strauss during his lifetime.  Strauss’ repeated sexual abuse of his patients went effectively 
unaddressed for nearly the length of his tenure at Ohio State. Although many were aware of complaints 
or rumors about the abuse, no one advanced concerns raised by students or unraveled Strauss’ “medical” 
defenses of his abuse.  Medical Board staff opened case 96-1534A into Strauss in July 1996, initiated, in 
fact, by one of its own investigators based on information learned from non-physicians at Ohio State that 
came to light in case number 96-0999, which was prompted by a complaint by Strauss, himself.  In 
December 1996, the Medical Board investigator turned in his report of case 96-1534A to the Board 
Members overseeing investigations.  They referred the matter to the Board’s enforcement section, and by 
February 1997, the Medical Board enforcement attorney had received approval of a plan to gather patient 
records in order to move forward against Strauss’ license.  For reasons that simply cannot be determined 
from the files still available or known or recalled by anyone interviewed by this Working Group, the 
investigation fell into what one former employee called a “black hole.” The Medical Board’s investigation 
sat open but inactive from early 1997 until after Strauss left the University, left the State of Ohio, and 
allowed his Ohio medical license to lapse in September 1998.  The Medical Board’s investigation sat 
inactive while Strauss moved to California where he held a medical license.  The Board’s investigation, 
while open, continued without action until it was administratively closed in January 2002, with no official 
action ever pursued or taken against Strauss.     
 

On May 20, 2019, Governor Mike DeWine issued Executive Order 2019-16D,1 creating the 
Governor’s Working Group on Reviewing of the Medical Board’s Handling of the Investigation Involving 
Richard Strauss.  The Working Group understands that it brings a 2019 perspective to events in and around 
1996.  It recognized from the outset that identifying deficiencies in that era may appear to some to be 
hampered by this modern perspective.  To be sure, attitudes and understanding around sexual abuse, 
particularly sexual abuse of males by males, reporting potential sexual impropriety, recognizing predatory 
behavior by those abusing their positions of authority and power, and conducting survivor-centered and 
trauma-informed investigations of such cases, have, thankfully, evolved dramatically since 1996.  The 
investigation and prosecution, even the definition, of criminal sexual assault and abuse has broadened 
significantly in more recent years.  The Medical Board has a chapter of rules in the Ohio Administrative 
Code dedicated to addressing physician sexual impropriety that did not exist in 1996.  Growth in its rules 
and the tools available to handle physician sexual impropriety prompted the current President of the 
Medical Board and its Executive Director to assure the Working Group that if the Board received 
information about a physician today like it gathered about Strauss in 1996, the investigation would not sit 
inactive for years without enforcement.  Members of today’s Medical Board have communicated that it is 
much better prepared to work with law enforcement, to seek prompt action against the medical license of 
perpetrating physicians in sexual impropriety cases, as well as to pursue the licenses of those physician-

                                                           
1 Executive Order 2019-16D is attached as Appendix 1 to this Report and available, together with Governor DeWine’s other 
Executive Orders, at:  https://governor.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/governor/media/executive-orders/. 

https://governor.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/governor/media/executive-orders/
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licensees who fail to report that impropriety to the Board.  Still, knowing that it is using today’s lens does 
not diminish the Working Group’s objective assessment of the 1996 investigation.  Rather, it allows a 
light to shine on that era to describe it straightforwardly and factually.  As a result, the Working Group 
has the opportunity to identify shortcomings from that time to compare the reforms the Medical Board has 
made since, to identify areas for continued improvement, and to assess whether, under current practices, 
statutes, and administrative rules, the outcome of the investigation may have had a different result. 

 
As depicted below, the Medical Board and its staff had the opportunity to take meaningful and 

timely action, whether that was moving against Strauss’ license or participating in a broader intervention 
to impact Strauss’ ability to see patients.2  The Medical Board’s missed opportunity should be viewed not 
only along with the failures at the University, but in the context of Strauss’ University employment, Ohio 
medical licensure and disciplinary investigation regarding it, and Strauss’ overall ability to see patients 
both in Ohio and later, in California.  Further, the collapse of those systems was against the backdrop of 
an astounding failure of anyone in a position of authority to come forward to initiate a Medical Board or 
criminal investigation into Strauss’ conduct. 

  

                                                           
2 The event comparison timeline depicted here and a timeline of the Medical Board’s investigation into Strauss are attached 
as Appendices 5 and 6.  
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For decades, physicians and others alike had the opportunity to report Strauss to the Medical Board 
and to law enforcement.  As the University’s report details, and the Medical Board’s investigation further 
reflects, rumors, complaints, and credible accounts of Strauss’ abuse of patients were well known and 
circulated for years.  By the time the Medical Board initiated its investigation of Strauss, he was no longer 
seeing patients at the University, and early in the Board’s investigation, OSU Student Health decided not 
to renew Strauss’ contract, though he did remain employed by the University.  Still, none of the physicians 
working with Strauss found occasion to report him to the Medical Board or to law enforcement – even 
after the University suspended him from seeing patients through Student Health.  Nor did the University 
or any of its administrators involve campus or outside law enforcement, even after recognizing that the 
severity and pervasiveness of Strauss’ abuse compelled the withdrawal of authority to see patients and the 
nonrenewal of his contract.3  While only physicians had a duty to report Strauss to the Medical Board, lest 
they risk their own licenses for failing to do so,4 anyone encountering his victims or abuse could have 
alerted the Medical Board.  Each had an opportunity, if not an obligation, to report him to law 
enforcement.5 

 
In 1996, when information finally reached the Medical Board, it had its most significant 

opportunity to stop Strauss from ever again practicing medicine or seeing a patient in or outside Ohio.  
The Board’s investigation into Strauss included complaints of students from December 1994 through 
January 1996.  The investigation report concluded:  “[T]he information provided shows that Dr. Strauss 
has been performing inappropriate genital exams on male students for years.  This has been brought to the 
attention of officials at the university and just recently action was taken.”  Not only had the Medical Board 
investigator found credible evidence of a violation of the rules and statutes for licensed physicians, but 
the investigation also included interviews with Strauss’ colleagues who freely acknowledged 
longstanding, serious concerns about Strauss.  More than three years after his license expired, the Board 
closed its investigation without  action.  Nothing from the individuals interviewed or from the investigation 
records indicates that the Medical Board staff involved law enforcement.   
 

                                                           
3 Since 1996, higher education institutions in the state have also made significant investments in sexual misconduct 
investigation, education, reporting and resources, usually as a part of an institution’s Title IX commitments.  The heightened 
focus on campus occurred after a series of ‘Dear Colleague” letters issued by The U.S. Department of Education beginning in 
1997, addressing a school’s obligations under Title IX.  Schools were further obligated under new provisions in the 2014 
reauthorization of the VAWA (Violence Against Women Act) and Campus SaVE Act. 
 
4 The physician duty to report in Ohio Revised Code § 4731.224 has been in substantially the same form since its inception in 
1987, and requires in part that when any licensed physician “or any professional association or society of such individuals 
believes that a violation of any provision of this chapter . . .  or any rule of the board has occurred, the individual, association, 
or society shall report to the board the information upon which the belief is based.”  (Emphasis added.)  Reportable violations 
would have included violations of minimum practice standards, ethical rules of the American Medical Association, 
misdemeanors committed in the course of practice, and misdemeanors of moral turpitude. 
5 Ohio Revised Code § 2921.22(A)(1) currently and historically provides, with some exceptions, that “no person, knowing that 
a felony has been or is being committed, shall knowingly fail to report such information to law enforcement authorities.”    The 
Working Group recognizes that most will have difficulty discerning what sexual impropriety might rise to the level of a felony, 
for example, and therefore may not perceive a duty to report.  The Working Group also respectfully submits that when in doubt, 
a referral to law enforcement to assess and potentially investigate the conduct is the preferred, indeed perhaps at times the only, 
way to determine whether a felony has been committed.  
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Key Observations from Medical Board Investigation No. 96-1534A into  

Allegations of Sexual Impropriety in the Course of Practice by Richard Strauss 
 

• The records indicate that a Medical Board investigator initiated the investigation into Strauss.  In 
July 1996, while investigating another complaint, the Medical Board investigator interviewed 
University employees and learned that the University had suspended Strauss’ authority to see 
patients through Student Health in January 1996.  The investigator, to her credit, recognized the 
potential severity and reach of Strauss’ improper conduct, and wrote a memo to her supervisor 
recommending an investigation against Strauss be opened.  Because no practicing physician came 
forward to report Strauss, without the investigator’s actions (and, in fact, without case number 96-
0999 that occasioned mention of Strauss’ authority to see patients at Student Health), the Medical 
Board staff may never have learned of Strauss’ abuse. 

• The Medical Board had at least nineteen months to move toward revoking Strauss’ license, but did 
not.  The Medical Board investigator finished the factual investigation into Strauss in December 
1996, and by February 7, 1997, records show that the enforcement attorney completed her new 
assignment case review with a plan to continue the investigation and subpoena records, noting that 
Strauss had opened an off-campus men’s clinic and was advertising to Ohio State University 
students in the University student newspaper.  On September 30, 1998, more than nineteen months 
after that plan was approved by the chief enforcement attorney, Strauss’ medical license, which 
had remained active during the Board’s investigation, lapsed.  In January 2002, almost 5½ years 
after opening the investigation into Strauss, the Medical Board staff administratively closed the 
matter with approval from the Board’s Secretary and Supervising Member without action.  The 
records do not indicate a rationale for closure.  Nor could the Board staff locate a closing letter, 
despite taking the added step of searching an additional thirty-one boxes that contained complaints 
also closed on January 25, 2002, to determine if it had been misfiled. 

• In 1996, as now, by statute, all investigations conducted by Medical Board staff were overseen by 
two Board Members, the Secretary and Supervising Member.  By practice, unless they authorize 
a complaint to continue to a formal action/hearing, the full Board is unaware of allegations of 
sexual impropriety or investigations into them.  Anita M. Steinbergh, D.O., a Board Member from 
1993 to 2018, appeared before the Working Group.  In 1996, she was not in the position of 
Secretary or Supervising Member.  Because of the gatekeeper function of those two Members, Dr. 
Steinbergh revealed that despite twenty-five years of active service on the Medical Board, the first 
she learned of the Medical Board’s closed 1996 investigation into Strauss was through recent news 
reports, some twenty years later. 

• Despite the self-initiated complaint into Strauss, and the fact that Medical Board investigators 
specifically identified physicians in 1996 who may have failed to report Strauss, the Board did not 
pursue action against those individual physicians.  The investigator who prompted the Strauss 
investigation, opened as case number 96-1534A, was under the impression that these doctors’ 
failure to report would be reviewed in a companion investigation against the institution, numbered 
96-1534B.  Instead, that companion investigation was closed with no further action in January 
1997, documented as “opened in error.” 
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• Neither the Medical Board’s record of investigation number 96-1534A, nor those of the University 
police department (according to University attorneys), reveal a referral of Strauss’ conduct to law 
enforcement.  The lead investigator in case number 96-1534A stated that, at that time, he would 
have needed the approval of the Secretary and Supervising Member of the Medical Board in order 
to refer any matter to law enforcement or to conduct a joint investigation with law enforcement. 
Both the Secretary and Supervising Member who oversaw this investigation are deceased, and the 
investigator related that he does not recall involving law enforcement to investigate Strauss or 
requesting to do so.  As a result, the Working Group could not determine what, in 1996, the 
decision-making process was for involving, or in this case not involving, law enforcement. 

 
Going forward, the Medical Board should actively demonstrate that its advances since 1996 

ensure that it will never again allow an investigation like Strauss’ to sit inactive, without enforcement.  
The Board should reassure its constituents, despite the recent and ongoing revelations surrounding Strauss, 
that it seeks to strike a balance between investigation confidentiality and government transparency, in 
order to achieve internal accountability and to demonstrate its commitment to eradicating sexual 
impropriety by its licensees.  Medical Board Members and its Executive Director shared that 
investigations and enforcement actions are tracked, and staff reports on the status of these matters monthly 
so that if a matter begins to stall, as the Strauss investigation did, the staff can identify it and inquire as to 
the reason.  In addition, Board Members and Board staff have indicated that sexual impropriety cases are 
triaged for priority handling.  The Board is in the process of developing a protocol specific to sexual 
impropriety cases, is implementing for 2019 a staff audit panel to track handling of sexual misconduct 
cases, and is exploring how to incorporate victim advocates in its investigative process for sexual abuse 
cases.       

To its credit, the Medical Board held a special meeting on May 23, 2019, within days of the 
Governor forming this Working Group, to waive the Board’s confidentiality relating to the Strauss 
investigation.6  Since that decision, the Medical Board staff redacted under Ohio public records law copies 

                                                           
6 Minutes from the May 23, 2019 special meeting are attached as Appendix 9, and available at the Medical Board website at:  
https://med.ohio.gov/The-Board/Board-Meetings-Minutes. The investigative confidentiality provision states: 

(5)  A report required to be submitted to the board under this chapter, a complaint, or information received 
by the board pursuant to an investigation or pursuant to an inspection under division (E) of section  4731.054 
of the Revised Code is confidential and not subject to discovery in any civil action.  

The board shall conduct all investigations or inspections and proceedings in a manner that protects the 
confidentiality of patients and persons who file complaints with the board. The board shall not make public 
the names or any other identifying information about patients or complainants unless proper consent is given 
or, in the case of a patient, a waiver of the patient privilege exists under division (B) of section 2317.02 of 
the Revised Code, except that consent or a waiver of that nature is not required if the board possesses reliable 
and substantial evidence that no bona fide physician-patient relationship exists. 

The board may share any information it receives pursuant to an investigation or inspection, including patient 
records and patient record information, with law enforcement agencies, other licensing boards, and other 
governmental agencies that are prosecuting, adjudicating, or investigating alleged violations of statutes or 
administrative rules. An agency or board that receives the information shall comply with the same 
requirements regarding confidentiality as those with which the state medical board must comply, 
notwithstanding any conflicting provision of the Revised Code or procedure of the agency or board that 
applies when it is dealing with other information in its possession. In a judicial proceeding, the information 

https://med.ohio.gov/The-Board/Board-Meetings-Minutes
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of investigation 96-1534A into Strauss,7 the related investigation 96-1534B into the University,8 as well 
as 96-09999 which started with a complaint by Strauss but led the investigator to the information that 
ultimately prompted the Medical Board to open 96-1534A.  Past and current employees and Board 
Members expressed the importance of the confidentiality of investigations.  Confidentiality of patient 
information in investigations is paramount.  Confidentiality can promote frank and robust discussion of 
potential mistakes or wrongdoing, while encouraging patients, licensees, and whistleblowers, to report 
wrongdoing, even when they are unsure whether there is a violation, with no concerns of retaliation.  One 
investigator interviewed pointed out the importance of confidentiality from an investigative standpoint. 
He indicated that false allegations – including false allegations of sexual impropriety – could lead to 
malpractice lawsuits being brought against physicians simply because of the existence of an allegation or 
investigation.  Although these are understandable goals and concerns of the Medical Board, the Board 
must find the appropriate balance between confidentiality on the one hand, and the completeness and 
transparency of its investigations on the other. 

 
First, the systemic failings in the Strauss investigation were largely procedural, and the procedures 

should not be confidential. Failing to take action after the investigation was complete and failing to involve 
law enforcement were procedural lapses. The goals of investigative confidentiality were not served in 
1996 by extending confidentiality to procedural and progress/status aspects of the case.  In fact, the 
Medical Board’s goals and duties would be advanced through increased transparency in the status and 
progress of Board investigations.  Periodic reporting of cases to the full Board and/or the public, including 
the reason for inaction, which does not identify the people involved, does not implicate the investigative 
confidentiality restrictions and would serve the public interest.   

 
Second, absolute confidentiality of investigative files, in perpetuity, does not serve the public 

interest.  If the Board takes formal action against a licensee, the information supporting that action 
becomes public.  When the Board fails or chooses not to act, however, no public formal action is created, 
and the investigation upon which that decision was based remains confidential.  A survey of the 
investigative confidentiality provisions of other healthcare boards in Ohio, as well as for state medical 
boards from several states with high populations and numbers of physician-licensees, showed that 
investigative confidentiality is the norm, including a prohibition against admissibility in a civil court case.  
The ways to overcome that confidentiality, though, are anything but consistent.  For example, Ohio’s State 
Board of Emergency Medical, Fire, and Transportation Services, makes its investigations public record 
“[u]pon completion of the investigation and any resulting adjudication proceedings.”  Ohio Rev. Code § 
4765.102.  In another example, Ohio’s State Chiropractic Board maintains confidentiality, “except that 
                                                           

may be admitted into evidence only in accordance with the Rules of Evidence, but the court shall require that 
appropriate measures are taken to ensure that confidentiality is maintained with respect to any part of the 
information that contains names or other identifying information about patients or complainants whose 
confidentiality was protected by the state medical board when the information was in the board's possession. 
Measures to ensure confidentiality that may be taken by the court include sealing its records or deleting 
specific information from its records. 

Ohio Rev. Code § 4731.22(F)(5).   
7 Redacted copy attached as Appendix 2. 
8 Redacted copy attached as Appendix 3. 
9 Redacted copy attached as Appendix 4. 
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for good cause, the board or its executive director may disclose or authorize disclosure of information 
gathered pursuant to an investigation.” Ohio Rev. Code § 4734.45(B).    Other states allow for the sharing 
of information upon issuance of a subpoena.  Even disclosing investigative information to law 
enforcement may require a subpoena or the existence of an ongoing criminal investigation.  Michigan 
public records law in combination with its medical board confidentiality does not prohibit the disclosure 
of “[t]he fact that an allegation has been received and an investigation is being conducted,” “the date the 
allegation was received,” “the fact that the department did not issue a complaint for the allegation,” and 
“the fact that the allegation was dismissed.”  Mich. Comp. Laws §§ 333.16238, 15.243.  New York 
maintains investigative confidentiality but permits its Commissioner of Health to “disclose the 
information when in his or her professional judgment, disclosure of such information would avert or 
minimize a public health threat.” NY CLS Pub Health § 230(10)(a)(v).   In Florida, if the panel finds 
probable cause to proceed against a licensee, ten days after that finding the “complaint and all information 
obtained pursuant to the investigation by the department” are no longer confidential.  Fla. Stat. § 
456.073(10).  The Medical Board and public interest will be served by some measure of limitation on the 
current, perpetual confidentiality of Medical Board investigations from which no formal action is taken, 
like the Strauss investigation. 

 
Moreover, the Medical Board must find ways to work effectively with law enforcement and 

prosecutors as early as possible in the investigative process of cases involving criminal conduct, including 
sexual impropriety cases.  In doing so, the Board should either develop or avail itself of existing victim 
advocacy resources.  Investigators interviewed by the Working Group said that, historically, many 
investigators have a law enforcement background, and that there is an investigative willingness to 
cooperate with law enforcement.  While the Board has current plans to develop some victim advocacy 
resources, this has not been an historical part of its process.  Further, the Board has not historically actively 
sought to include victim advocates in law enforcement agencies or Sexual Assault Response Teams 
(SARTs), if available.  In the experience of the Working Group’s law enforcement members, the early 
involvement of law enforcement allows for the sharing of information and resources, even if no criminal 
investigation or charges materialize.  Board staff appearing before the Working Group acknowledged that 
a criminal conviction can directly support the Medical Board taking action against a physician’s license.  
The Medical Board needs to work with law enforcement within the confines of its confidentiality statute 
(or seek to change it) while being mindful of the constitutional and other protections afforded a criminal 
defendant, all with an eye toward effective administrative prosecution of licensing actions in accordance 
with Ohio administrative law.  These and other concerns, however, must be overcome, and not proffered 
or accepted as insurmountable impediments to cooperation. 

 
 

FORMATION OF THE WORKING GROUP 
 

 
On May 15, 2019, after more than a year of work, the outside investigative team for Ohio State 

University released a report detailing the decades-long trail of sexual abuse of patients perpetrated by 
OSU’s former employee and faculty member, Richard Strauss.  The investigative team found “that Strauss 
sexually abused at least 177 male student-patients he was charged with treating as a University 
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physician.”10  Back in 1996, the State Medical Board of Ohio opened investigation number 96-1534A 
against Strauss, relating to specific allegations of sexual impropriety involving three patients.  Because of 
the confidentiality required for Medical Board investigations, the OSU report redacted much of the 
information related to the Medical Board, itself.  This Working Group obtained an unredacted copy of 
investigation 96-1534A into Strauss.  

 
On May 20, 2019, Governor Mike DeWine issued Executive Order 2019-16D, establishing the 

Governor’s Working Group on Reviewing of the Medical Board’s Handling of the Investigation Involving 
Richard Strauss. The Medical Board should be the vanguard for protecting citizens from sexually 
predatory physicians, not only with regard to their medical licenses, but also in ensuring opportunity for 
effective prosecution of criminal behavior by working closely with law enforcement.  Therefore, Governor 
DeWine charged the Working Group to: 

 
a. Investigate alleged violations of statutes or administrative rules regarding the failure to report 

crimes, specifically crimes involving sexual abuse by Richard Strauss, including any records 
maintained by the Medical Board; 

b. Explore whether the Medical Board thoroughly and appropriately investigated and responded 
to allegations of sexual abuse by Richard Strauss; 

c. Review the current policies, practices, and procedures of the Medical Board regarding the 
investigation and reporting of sexual abuse allegations to ensure that they are model policies, 
practices, and procedures; 

d. Examine the application of the statutory confidentiality requirements along with the need for 
transparency in State investigations; 

 
The Working Group would undertake these charges in light of Governor DeWine’s recognition in the 
Executive Order that “all too often organizations and individuals failed to report allegations of sexual 
abuse that are received by them to law enforcement authorities.”  The Executive Order further appreciated 
the need for justice, but not at the expense of survivors of abuse.  That is, “it is of vital importance that all 
allegations of sexual abuse received by the Medical Board are reported to and investigated by law 
enforcement authorities,” and also that “identifying the victims of sexual abuse and linking them with the 
necessary services and treatment is essential in the recovery from the injuries inflicted on them.”  In the 
words of the Executive Order, the Working Group’s approach and mission might be summed up as to 
analyze the Strauss case “not only as to what occurred, but as to what should have and can be done 
differently” so that the Medical Board may deter, detect, and proactively stop the next Strauss.  
 
  

                                                           
10 OSU has made the Report of the Independent Investigation: Sexual Abuse Committed by Dr. Richard Strauss at The Ohio 
State University available via link on the home page of the University’s website.  The Report is currently available at:  
https://compliance.osu.edu/strauss-investigation.html.  As of this date, the website indicates that the shared link to documents 
will be disabled on November 15, 2019. 

https://compliance.osu.edu/strauss-investigation.html
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WORKING GROUP STRUCTURE AND APPROACH 

 
 

The membership of the Working Group comprised a cross-section of government, bringing varied 
expertise and experience.  The Working Group included medical professionals, health and mental health 
professionals, law enforcement leaders, a victim advocate, and a former member of the Ohio House of 
Representatives.  The members are:  

 
• Tom Stickrath, Chair of the Working Group and Director of the Ohio Department of Public Safety; 
• Lieutenant Colonel Kevin Teaford, representative of the Ohio State Highway Patrol; 
• Lance Himes, Chief Counsel and designee of the Director of the Ohio Department of Health; 
• Lori Criss, Director of the Ohio Department of Mental Health & Addiction Services; 
• Dr. Mark Hurst, former Medical Director and designee from the Ohio Department of Mental 

Health and Addiction Services, and current Medical Director and designee from the Ohio 
Department of Health;  

• Carol O’Brien, Deputy Attorney General and designee of the Ohio Attorney General; 
• Sloan Spalding, Chief of Staff and designee of the Ohio Auditor of State; 
• Amy Pridday, Victim Advocate, Ohio Attorney General’s Office; 
• Ron O’Brien, Franklin County Prosecutor; 
• Dr. Kent Harshbarger, Montgomery County Coroner; 
• Russell Martin, Delaware County Sheriff; 
• Jeff Newton, Chief of Police and Public Safety Director, University of Toledo; 
• Kelly Heile, Chief of the Child/Sexual Assault Division, Butler County Prosecutor’s Office; 
• Savalas Kidd, Assistant Chief of Police, University of Dayton; 
• Dr. Patrick Oliver, Director of the Criminal Justice Program at Cedarville University; and, 
• Michael Curtin, former member of the Ohio House of Representatives. 

 
The Working Group held its initial meeting on May 29, 2019, the week following issuance of the 
Governor’s Executive Order.  The Working Group held eight additional meetings from June 6 through 
July 24, 2019.  At its meetings, the Working Group interviewed participants in the Medical Board’s 1996 
investigation of Strauss as well as those with information pertinent to the investigation or current Medical 
Board practice, and discussed the investigation, the interviews, and the findings of the Working Group.   
 

All interviewees appeared voluntarily at the invitation of the Chair of the Working Group.  The 
Working Group is thankful for their participation, and the candor and seriousness with which they 
approached the Working Group and its charge.  The following individuals who interacted with Strauss or 
were otherwise involved with the 1996 Medical Board investigation of Strauss appeared: 

 
• Marcia Barnett, retired, Medical Board Investigator in 1996; 
• K. Randy Beck, retired, Medical Board Investigator in 1996; 
• William J. Schmidt, Medical Board Investigation Supervisor/Assistant to the Director in 1996, 

and current Licensure Advisory Counsel; 
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• Diann K. Thompson, retired attorney, Chief Enforcement Coordinator for the Medical Board in 
1996; and,  

• Anita M. Steinbergh, D.O., former Medical Board Member, 1993-2018.  
 
John W. Rohal, Assistant Director in 1996, provided information by phone.  Others identified as directly 
involved in the Medical Board’s 1996 Strauss investigation are deceased.   They were:  Raymond Albert, 
Medical Board Member and elected Supervising Member overseeing the Strauss and other investigations; 
Dr. Thomas E. Gretter, Medical Board Member and elected Board Secretary overseeing the Strauss and 
other investigations; C. Jay Hunter, Area Supervisor over the primary Strauss investigator; and Lori S. 
Gilbert, the attorney who served as Enforcement Coordinator under Diann Thompson, and who the records 
indicate developed the plan to continue the Medical Board’s case against Strauss.   
 
Bridging the period from the Strauss investigation to today, the Working Group interviewed the following 
current Medical Board personnel: 

 
• Michael Schottenstein, M.D., President of the Medical Board; 
• Kim G. Rothermel, M.D., Secretary of the Medical Board; 
• Bruce R. Saferin, DPM, Supervising Member of the Medical Board; 
• A.J. Groeber, Medical Board Executive Director; 
• Kim Anderson, Medical Board Chief Legal Counsel; and, 
• Rebecca Marshall, Medical Board Chief Enforcement Attorney. 

 
The Working Group also obtained materials from the Medical Board to aid in its analysis.  The focus 

was on materials giving insight to the Board’s decisions in and around 1996 and on its current policies 
and procedures.  In some instances, materials existed for some but not all of a relevant time period.  
Materials available to the Working Group included: 

 
• Medical Board investigations 96-1534A, 96-1534B, and 96-0999; 
• January 1991 to December 2003 Memoranda of Disciplinary Actions; 
• 1990-2003 Medical Board Members; 
• Medical Board Members serving as Secretary and Supervising Member; 
• 1998-2005 Organizational Charts; 
• The State Medical Board of Ohio Disciplinary Guidelines (Rev. August 1999; December 1999); 
• The State Medical Board of Ohio Disciplinary Guidelines (Rev. May 2001); 
• The State Medical Board of Ohio Disciplinary Guidelines (Rev. January 2002); 
• The State Medical Board of Ohio Disciplinary Guidelines (Rev. June 2018); 
• Investigator's Manual (Rev. January 2019); 
• State Medical Board of Ohio - Sexual Misconduct Investigation Process Changes (with 

Implementation Year); 
• Secretary and Supervising Member Handbook (December 1999); 
• Ohio Medical Board's Standard Complaint Process and Tracking; 
• 1991 Complaint Procedures and Protocols; 
• 1998 Complaint Procedures and Protocols; 
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• 2002 Complaint Procedures and Protocols; 
• 2002 Medical Board of Ohio Annual Report; 
• 2003 Medical Board of Ohio Annual Report; 
• Agency Records Processing Map (Rev. 12.11.15); 
• Lean Ohio Kaizen Event Fact Sheet; and, 
• 2003.02.01 Kaizen Event Report Out. 
 
The Working Group requested that OSU make available members of its outside investigative team 

responsible for the extensive investigation and subsequent May 15, 2019, report.  Instead, the University 
made available and the Working Group interviewed: 
 

• Anne K. Garcia, Ohio State University Vice President for Wexner Medical Center Legal and 
Compliance and Senior Associate General Counsel; 

• Amy Golian, Section Chief, Education Section, Office of Ohio Attorney General; 
• Charles Miller, Assistant Attorney General, Office of Ohio Attorney General; and,  
• Kathleen M. Trafford, Porter Wright Morris & Arthur LLP. 

 
Finally, in addition to interviews, the Working Group received presentations from a Working Group 

member and/or attorney for the Ohio Department of Public Safety, which houses and staffs the Working 
Group, on:  (1) the role of victim advocacy in sexual abuse cases, and trends for identifying abusers and 
abusive behavior; (2) the State of Michigan’s response to revelations surrounding Larry Nassar; and, (3) 
legal concepts such as the criminal and administrative duties to report. 
 
 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
 

Over the years, the Medical Board had already made significant strides in addressing physician sexual 
impropriety before Strauss’ sexual abuse became public, and has reported to the Working Group that it is 
in the process of implementing further improvements. Set forth below are the consensus recommendations 
of the Working Group to the Medical Board, followed by bullet points with potential specific steps toward 
implementing that recommendation. 
 

1. Duty to Report to the Medical Board.  The Medical Board should identify any current Ohio 
medical license holders who had knowledge sufficient to form a belief that Strauss had 
violated the rules governing Ohio physician-licensees, but did not report that conduct to the 
Medical Board, so that the Board might investigate whether there was an actionable failure 
to report.  
 The Board should review investigations relating to Strauss (96-1534A, 96-1534B, and 96-

0999A) and the OSU report to identify current license holders who failed to report Strauss 
to the Medical Board in order to determine whether to initiate an investigation into that failure 
to report.  The same course of action may be warranted in relation to other sexual 
impropriety, or illegal activity, cases in which the Board finds that historically it pursued an 
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action against the offending physician’s license but did not investigate those who failed to 
report that behavior. 

 On July 10, 2019, the Working Group sent a letter to the University asking that it provide an 
unredacted copy of its report to the Medical Board, and that it identify by name the numerous 
medical professionals identified in its report by title or description, only, who may have had 
information regarding Strauss’ activity violating the rules governing Ohio physician-
licensees.  In response, the University provided the unredacted report to the Medical Board 
for the first time, but did not directly identify those described in its report. 

 The Medical Board should develop an internal, mandatory reporting requirement for its staff 
– particularly, but not exclusively, investigators – to ensure that when any employee of the 
Board uncovers information suggesting that a licensee failed to report information sufficient 
to support a belief of sexual impropriety the employee must submit a report promptly to the 
his or her supervisor outlining the newly discovered information and recommending an 
investigation unless the failure to report is already the subject of or incorporated within an 
open investigation. 

 The Medical Board maintains an anonymous hotline for reporting physician misconduct, 
including sexual impropriety.  The Board should take prompt action to increase both public 
and licensee awareness of the hotline, prominently use its website to facilitate anonymous 
complaints, and should clarify that non-physicians can provide tips on potential misconduct, 
including criminal activity, of licensees.  

 The Medical Board should require that physician continuing education requirements toward 
maintaining a medical license include training on the duty to report pursuant to Ohio Revised 
Code § 4731.224, including, as necessary, revising the Medical Board’s rules contained in 
Ohio Administrative Code Ch. 4731-10, “Licensing; Continuing Education.” 

 The Medical Board should review North Carolina H.B. 228, Section 8, page 221, which 
created an affirmative duty for licensees to report suspected sexual misconduct, within 30 
days.11  These would include incidents of sexual impropriety that a licensee reasonably 
believes to have occurred with a patient.  In North Carolina, as of October 1, 2019, licensees 
who fail to report such conduct would be subject to discipline, and individuals who made 
reports in good faith would be immune from civil liability for such reporting.  The Medical 
Board shall review and consider appropriate Ohio-specific revisions to such duty that would 
bolster Ohio’s sexual impropriety patient protection.    

 The Medical Board should consider amendments to the application for a license or renewal 
of the license to include: (i) a checkbox by which the applicants signify that they 
acknowledge and understand the licensee’s duty to report; and (ii) a checkbox for the 
applicants to disclose whether they have engaged in conduct prohibited by the Medical 
Board’s rules regarding Sexual Misconduct and Impropriety (Ohio Admin. Code §§ 4731-
26-01 to -03).  This will reinforce the duty to report and effectively require periodic self-
reporting. 

 
  

                                                           
11 House Bill 228/SL 2019-191 can be found here: https://www.ncleg.gov/BillLookUp/2019/H228 

https://www.ncleg.gov/BillLookUp/2019/H228
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2. Law Enforcement.  The Medical Board should develop by the end of calendar year 2019 a 
protocol to work consistently and closely with law enforcement upon receipt of allegations of 
sexual impropriety that may implicate criminal conduct, remaining mindful of 
administrative procedures, constitutional protections against self-incrimination, 
confidentiality, and survivor-centered and trauma-informed investigations. 
 The Working Group recommends that the Medical Board’s plan include: 

• A plan to establish meaningful ties to local law enforcement in areas of the state having 
the highest incidence of sexual impropriety investigations, including with established 
victim advocacy programs in those agencies and Sexual Assault Response Teams 
(SARTs);  

• Instruction to contact law enforcement upon the opening of a sexual impropriety 
investigation to determine whether law enforcement has received or is investigating 
allegations against the subject of the Medical Board’s investigation; 

• Guidance on when to involve law enforcement or the prosecutor’s office so that the 
dual purposes of law enforcement conducting a criminal investigation and the Medical 
Board conducting an administrative investigation are best served; and, 

• Medical Board staff training in recognizing criminal sexual abuse, which is not a 
substitute for consulting law enforcement or local prosecutors. 

 Early involvement of law enforcement is critical where potential criminal conduct is 
detected, both to gather information for the Medical Board investigation as well as to aide 
law enforcement to identify and investigate criminal activity.  As a result, depending upon 
the nature of the conduct, victims, and specific circumstances of each case, the Medical 
Board’s protocol must allow for its employees to exercise sound investigative judgment on 
when to diverge from that protocol and contact law enforcement immediately and directly, 
without risking internal or disciplinary reprimand. 

 The Medical Board expressed interest in amending the sexual battery statute(s) in Revised 
Code Chapter 29 so that a violation in the context of certain physician-patient relationships 
constitutes criminal conduct by the nature of that relationship.  The Working Group 
recommends that the Medical Board pursue this and other initiatives to better define and 
allow effective prosecution of criminal sexual conduct by physicians, including, for example, 
extending statutes of limitation and defining physician criminal conduct.  Additionally, the 
Medical Board should review recent changes to North Carolina law enacted August 1, 2019 
from House Bill 228, Part VI, beginning on page 20, which created a new criminal offense, 
punishable as a felony for sexual contact or penetration under pretext of medical treatment12.  
A similar statute in Ohio would serve to deter physicians from this type of felonious conduct 
in the future.   

 While the Working Group focused on the Strauss investigation and the above 
recommendations focus on investigating criminal sexual conduct, the Medical Board is 
encouraged to apply the lessons learned and techniques developed to include law 
enforcement in any case in which illegal activity is suspected or uncovered. 

 
  

                                                           
12 House Bill 228/SL 2019-191 can be found here: https://www.ncleg.gov/BillLookUp/2019/H228 

https://www.ncleg.gov/BillLookUp/2019/H228
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3. Quality Assurance.  The Medical Board should implement a practice of quality assurance 
not only to ensure that an investigation is opened when it should be, but to review the decision 
of whether the investigation merits moving from investigation to enforcement against the 
physician’s license.  
 The Medical Board should access available resources by entering into a consulting agreement 

with the Office of Internal Audit in the Office of Budget and Management to ensure its 
internal controls are model policies and to suggest process improvements where necessary.  
Further, the Medical Board should engage the Auditor of State to perform a compliance 
and/or performance audit of the Medical Board’s adherence to its own standards regarding 
investigation of sexual impropriety allegations. 

 The Medical Board should develop a practice to regularly review the decisions, or a 
meaningful percentage thereof, made by the Secretary and Supervising Member to close a 
sexual impropriety case without investigation or to close a case after investigation and 
without referral for enforcement. That review should include legal staff, investigative staff, 
and an internal or outside victim advocate. 

 The Medical Board should consider a review of the manner in which investigative reports 
are delivered to enforcement attorneys, and whether and how to deliver them to Board 
Members other than the Secretary and Supervising Member involved in approving them for 
enforcement, so that the Board, as a whole, is informed at least of the basis for closing sexual 
impropriety cases even if not informed of the identity of the subject of the allegation. 

 The Medical Board should continue its practice of reviewing aging cases and reviewing the 
time taken to complete investigations, not to the detriment of the quality of those 
investigations, but to ensure that a case is investigated and any citation issued promptly, and 
never again permitted to languish inactive. 

 The Medical Board should review the practices of comparable state medical boards, to assess 
the use of a similar two-member team to oversee investigations, and to identify feasible 
quality assurance methods. 

 
4. Confidentiality and Transparency.  The investigation confidentiality afforded in Ohio 

Revised Code § 4731.22(F)(5) should not be a shield from oversight of inappropriate inaction 
such as that in the Strauss investigation.  The Medical Board should take steps within the 
current statute, and support legislative amendment, to allow greater transparency within the 
Board and with the public, and be prepared to report back to this Working Group by 
Tuesday, October 1, 2019 on those efforts. 
 Effective in 1999, the General Assembly amended § 4731.22(F)(5) to permit sharing the 

investigation with law enforcement and other regulatory agencies.  The Working Group 
supports the Medical Board’s proposal to amend it further to replace “governmental 
agencies” with “governmental entity” to help alleviate unnecessary definitional restrictions 
on the Board’s permission to share investigative information.  

 In the Strauss case, the enforcement and internal tracking records that may have existed 
would have provided accountability for the Board’s inaction. The Working Group 
recommends that the Medical Board make public its internal materials that do not themselves 
constitute a “report required to be submitted to the board under this chapter, a complaint, or 
information received by the board pursuant to an investigation or pursuant to an inspection . 
. . ” under § 4731.22(F)(5) when closing a case without formal action. 
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 The Working Group recommends a statutory change to allow the President of the Board, or 
designated Member(s), to authorize the release of an investigation, subject to appropriate 
redaction, when in his or her professional judgment, disclosure of such information would 
avert or minimize a threat to public health or safety. 

 The Working Group recommends a statutory change that would permit the Board, or 
designated Member(s), to authorize the release of investigative information, subject to 
appropriate redaction, for good cause, specifically including upon request of a law 
enforcement agency. 

 The Board should document and disclose the reason for closing a case after investigation 
when the decision is made not to pursue formal action, and publicly disclose the existence of 
and status of pending cases.  
• Pursuant to Ohio Revised Code § 4731.22(F)(6), the Board reports quarterly on case 

disposition.  For closed cases, the report requires: (a) case number; (b) type of license or 
certificate; (c) a description of the allegations contained in the complaint; and, (d) the 
disposition.   The Working Group recommends adding sub-part “e” to this list, requiring 
disclosure of the reason for closure for any case investigated and closed without formal 
action.   

• In addition, under § 4731.22(F)(6), the Medical board is required to quarterly report how 
many cases are still pending.  The Working Group recommends adding additional 
descriptors about the pending cases, including the date the complaint was received or 
opened, the case number assigned, the type of license or certificate to practice, if any, 
held by the individual against whom the complaint is directed, a brief categorical 
description of the type of complaint as alleged and a requirement that it include “. . . for 
any investigations that remain pending after one year, the reasons the investigations 
remain pending.”   

• While the Board should pursue statutory changes to this effect, the current statute should 
not prohibit the Board from taking these steps immediately. 

 The Working Group recommends a time-limit on confidentiality under § 4731.22(F)(5), or, 
at least, the confidentiality reserved to the Board’s investigation materials, with continued 
protection of patient and other information that is confidential regardless of its inclusion in 
an investigation.  Such limitations may include a provision to make the report of investigation 
available, subject to appropriate redaction, once formal action is taken against a physician-
licensee. 

 As part of its October 1, 2019 report, the Medical Board shall make any additional 
recommendations to the Working Group which would allow for more transparency in its 
investigations and the closure of complaints when no action is taken by the board, including 
changes to § 4731.22(F)(5) and the viability of a sunset to investigative confidentiality.     
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5. Board and staff structure and process.  The Medical Board should review the current 
board structure and workflow to ensure that its processes are appropriate for its work.  In 
addition, the Medical Board should analyze its current staffing divisions and make 
suggestions that would improve its work.     
 The Medical Board should review and compare the Board’s number, structure and processes 

to other appropriately sized state medical boards, using available national membership 
resources as examples where appropriate, in order to determine whether there are 
recommendations for changes to the Medical Board of Ohio’s size, membership, structure or 
member-involved processes.  This review and recommendation should include a review of 
the existing roles of the Supervising Member and Secretary. The review should also inform 
whether other medical boards include member(s) from law enforcement. 

 The Working Group acknowledges pronounced conflict between the Medical Board’s 
investigative staff and both its Members and its enforcement staff.  The Medical Board 
should evaluate the conflict(s) between its investigative and enforcement staff, as well as 
investigative staff and management, and provide suggested resolution(s) that would 
encourage all staff to work collaboratively, as the Board cannot achieve its best work for 
protecting the public when tensions between these factions inhibit meaningful collaboration 
toward their shared goal.   

 
6. Sexual Impropriety Investigations.  The Medical Board should use victim advocates in the 

investigative process.  Its investigative and enforcement staff, at a minimum, should receive 
training on, and tools to address, the unique aspects of sexual impropriety case 
investigations. 
 The Working Group recommends, and the Medical Board indicated that it has begun, 

developing victim advocacy expertise internally, and identifying the victim advocacy 
network(s) available in law enforcement and prosecutors’ offices, including investigators 
becoming involved in area Sexual Assault Response Teams (SARTs) where they exist. 

 The Medical Board should build upon the training its staff received in May 2019 on this 
subject, and by the end of calendar year 2019: 
• Develop annual training goals for investigative and enforcement staff on survivor-

centered and trauma-informed investigative techniques;  
• In consultation with a victim advocate, finalize the proposed “Sexual Misconduct 

Complaint Protocol” presented to the Working Group; and, 
• In consultation with victim advocates and investigative professionals, update the 

investigation manual accordingly, allowing for modern investigative practices that take 
into account the survivor’s needs and preferences, such as 
 eliminating administrative closure of sexual impropriety cases when a survivor fails 

to come forward initially, 
 allowing multiple interviews and conducting the interviews at the times of the 

survivor’s or witnesses’ choosing (including outside of regular business hours or 
the regular workweek), 

 removing the requirement that meetings with complainants and witnesses in sexual 
impropriety investigations must be conducted in a neutral location, and 
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 eliminating the provision that finds a survivor’s refusal to meet at a neutral location 
or provide information via remote means “adequate grounds for closure.” 

 The Medical Board should consider establishing specialized team(s) for sexual impropriety 
cases, and such team(s) should consult with the Ohio Attorney General’s Office to develop 
the approach to both administrative matters and criminal referrals. 

 
7. Considerations for Additional Study or Information by the Medical Board.  
 In light of the Working Group’s review and recommendations, the Medical Board should 

consider the following to further ensure reporting misconduct: 
• The impact of amending Ohio Revised Code § 2921.22, “Failure to report a crime or 

knowledge of a death or burn injury,” specifically to include a duty to report certain 
criminal acts by physicians practicing in Ohio regardless of whether they rise to the 
level of a felony; alternatively, whether an Ohio criminal law should be created or 
existing law amended to raise certain criminal acts by physicians to the felony level, 
thus subjecting them to mandatory reporting under the current version of § 2921.22.   

• Regardless of the conclusion above, the impact of replacing the “knowing” standard in 
§ 2921.22 with one similar to Ohio Revised Code § 2151.42 which requires “anyone 
who knows, or has reasonable cause to suspect based on facts that would cause a 
reasonable person in a similar position to suspect that” a reportable offense by the 
physician has occurred. 

• The impact of the Medical Board reporting allegations of a physician-licensee’s sexual 
impropriety to other state medical boards (such as through the National Practitioner 
Data Bank or other body, subject to timing and other reporting criteria) even if the 
Medical Board has not taken any enforcement action against a licensee, and consider 
the constitutional and legal protections surrounding such action. 

 
In addition, the Medical Board Executive Director presented a series of additional requests or 

suggestions to the Working Group on areas that the Medical Board itself would like to pursue in order to 
strengthen its ability to address, among other things, sexual impropriety allegations.  They included: 
 
 Amending Ohio Revised Code § 4731.22 to permit the Board to proceed to citation against a 

physician’s license based solely on an indictment; 
 Amending Ohio Revised Code § 4731.22(O) to allow the Board the ability to fine licensees 

who are required to complete non-disciplinary remedial education but fail to do so; 
 Amending Ohio Revised Code § 4731.01 to increase the Medical Board membership by 

authorizing the Governor to appoint at least one additional “consumer” Board Member, to 
serve a term concurrent with the Governor’s term; and, 

 Amending Ohio Revised Code Chapter 23 in order to provide the Medical Board access to peer 
review information. 

 
The Working Group does not take a position on the Medical Board’s legislative agenda or proposed 
statutory changes.  It certainly does, however, encourage the Medical Board to pursue every avenue it 
identifies, and to work whenever possible with its licensees, hospitals and other medical providers 
employing and extending privileges to physician-licensees, the Ohio Attorney General, and law 
enforcement to further develop its proposals, and to identify feasible and meaningful methods to ensure 
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the safety of the patients of its licensees.  The Working Group extends an open invitation for the Medical 
Board to present updates on its initiatives at any future meeting of the Working Group. 
 

8. Considerations for Additional Study or Information by Ohio Health Care Boards.  
 The Working Group believes that the lessons gleaned from the Strauss investigation and this 

Group’s findings may be generally applicable in some form to other boards regulating the 
licenses of health care professionals or other health care fields.   

 The Working Group recommends that the health care boards be directed to submit to this 
Working Group, or other entity created or designated by Governor DeWine, a report that 
details whether and how, through statute, rule and practice, each board: 
• Requires licensees to report violations of self and fellow licensees, and how the board 

tracks that information to encourage active self-regulation of licensees; 
• Engages law enforcement with its investigative staff for violations that have both 

licensing and criminal implications; 
• Oversees the investigative process in licensing cases, including using a subgroup of 

board members, and how the board ensures that case closures without investigation or 
citation are adequately documented and for good cause; 

• Balances the need for confidential investigations with the investigative staff remaining 
accountable to the board and the board remaining accountable to the public, specifically 
including the rationale for allowing or not allowing disclosure or public inspection of 
investigative files once closed; and,  

• Incorporates, if applicable, survivor-centered and trauma-informed investigative 
techniques.  

 
Prior to January 20, 2019, the Working Group or other entity will convene leadership from all appropriate 
Ohio Health Care Boards to advise the Working Group on best practices that are relevant to all such 
boards.   
 

 
NEXT STEPS 

 
  
 The Working Group looks forward to its continuing role outlined in paragraph 7 of Governor 
DeWine’s Executive Order 2019-16D to meet periodically to carry out the above recommendations and 
to provide additional guidance.  In anticipation of the Working Group reconvening, the Working Group 
requests that by Tuesday, October 1, 2019, the Medical Board be prepared to report a response to 
Recommendation 4, and that by Friday, November 1, 2019, the Medical Board be prepared to report to 
the Working Group on its progress and response regarding Recommendations 1-3 and 5-7 in this report. 
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  Timeline of Events: Richard Strauss 
   

  1979   1996  1997  1998  1999  2000  2001  2002  

FAILU
RE TO

 
REPO

RT 

Despite multiple supervising and colleague physicians who were aware of complaints/rumors about Strauss from as far back as 1979, no Ohio State University physician reported any  
wrongdoing by Strauss to the State Medical Board of Ohio. More troubling, it appears the abuse was never reported to law enforcement by anyone at the University or the Medical Board. 

M
ED

ICAL BO
ARD

 CASE 

 

July 1996:  
Board opens 
investigation 
based on info 
learned in 
separate 

investigation. 

February 1997: Board enforcement attorneys approve enforcement against Strauss to move forward. 
January 2002: Board administratively closes investigation. 

 
 

 
 

  1997‐2002—Medical Board’s Strauss Investigation sat inactive. 

O
SU

 
EM

PLO
YM

EN
T 

1979:  Began employment 
at University  

January 1996:  Terminated 
from Student Health Dept. 

and Athletic Dept. 

OSU continued to employ Strauss until March 1998, 
when he voluntarily retired and University awarded 

him Emeritus status. 
   

O
H
IO
 

M
ED

ICAL 
LICEN

SE 

Strauss’ Ohio Medical license renewed 
June 20, 1996 after University 

suspended privileges, but before 
Board’s self‐initiated investigation. 

Strauss’ Ohio medical license lapsed in September 1998 
without the Medical Board completing investigation; no 

discipline was recommended or taken. 
 

M
ED

ICAL 
PRACTICE 

January 1996: University 
revoked Strauss’ authority 
to see on‐campus patients. 

   

August 1996:  Strauss incorporated 
“Richard H. Strauss, M.D., Inc.” “to 
engage in the practice of medicine.” 
Strauss opened a private, off‐campus 
“Men’s Clinic,” and advertised to 
students in campus newspaper. 

Strauss moved to California, where he appears to have maintained a medical license until his death in 2005. 
 

February 1998: California Secretary of State records show Strauss filed articles to open Men’s Medical Clinic of America, Inc.  
March 1998:  California granted Strauss fictitious name permit for Men’s Medical Clinic of America. 

December 1998: Strauss filed document dissolving Men’s Medical Clinic of America. 
 

CALIFO
RN

IA 
M
ED

ICAL 
LICEN

SE 

  July 1993: Strauss filed application for California medical license 
October 1993: California issued medical license. 

 

Medical Board opportunity to pursue action 
against Strauss’ active Ohio medical license. 

Medical Board opportunity to pursue action against Strauss, 
other than against an active Ohio medical license. 

   July 1996  –  August 2005    
STATE MEDICAL BOARD OF OHIO’S MISSED OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE ACTION AGAINST STRAUSS 
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Investigation Date  
(Complainant) Subject 

Secretary 
/Supervising 

Member 
Initial Review 

Inv. 
opened 

Inv. Closed/ 
Report Date 

Investigator conclusion/ 
recommendation 

Secretary 
/Supervising Member 

Post-Investigation 
Review 

Case closed 
(by whom) 

Case closing mechanism 
(from whom) 

1996-1534 A 

 
7/15/96 

 
(Board initiated 
through Marcia 
Barnett Memo; 
note July 31, 
1996  letter to 

Judith L. Brady 
in Student 

Health Services 
thanking her for 

referral of 
concerns) 

Strauss 

Per tracking program 
entries on legacy 

cases: 
 

• 7/31/96: 
submitted for 
review 

• 8/20/96:  review 
completed 

 

8/22/96 12/4/96 

Investigation “shows that 
Dr. Strauss has been 

performing inappropriate 
genital exams on male 

students for years.  This 
has been brought to the 

attention of officials at the 
university and just recently 

action was taken.  This 
report is submitted for your 
review and consideration.”   

 
The report then stated:  
“As long as names of 
athletes continue to be 

brought to my attention the 
investigation will 

continue.” 

Per tracking program 
entries on legacy 

cases: 
 

• 12/5/96: submitted 
for review 

• 1/3/97:  review 
completed 

• 1/3/97: assigned 
to enforcement 

 

1/25/02 
(not identified) 

 
Tracking program 
entries on legacy 

cases show 
enforcement 

review closed and 
case marked 
“Disposed” 

No letter; handwritten notes on 
case cover sheet indicate 

closure 

1996-1534 B 

7/15/96 
 

(Board initiated 
– Marcia 

Barnett memo) 

OSU 

Per tracking program 
entries on legacy 

cases: 
 

• 7/31/96: 
submitted for 
review 

• 8/20/96:  review 
completed 

 

8/22/96 

12/4/96: Beck 
report indicates 

both case 
numbers 

or 
1/6/97: memo 

from Chief 
Enforcement 
Coordinator 

Diann Thompson 
recommends 

closure because 
opened in error 

inasmuch as 
Student Health 

Services was not 
associated in any 

way with the 
OSU hospitals 

12/4/96: Beck report 
makes no specific finding 

re OSU hospitals 
or 

1/6/97: memo from Chief 
Enforcement Coordinator 

Diann Thompson finds 
opened in error 

Per tracking program 
entries on legacy 

cases: 
 

• 12/5/96: submitted 
for review 

• 1/28/97:  review 
completed 

• 1/28/97: marked 
“Disposed” 

 

1/30/97 
(John Rohal 

memo, indicating 
decision to close 
“this portion of 
this complaint”) 

Rohal memo; no letter to 
complainant as no complainant 

identified 
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I lllll llllll lllll lllll lllll lllll lllll lllll lllll llll llll MD & DO SPECIALTY CODES CURRENTLY ON RECORD 

STATE MEDICAL BOARD OF OHIO IH INTERNAL HEDICINE 77 SOUTH HIGH STREET, 17TH FLOOR, COLUMBUS, OHIO 43266 - 0315 
CERTIFlf'l!T/f'IAJ 

I CERTIFY, UNDER PENALTY OF LOSS OF MY RIGHT TO PRACTICE IN THE STATE OF 
OHIO, THAT I HAVE COMPLETED OR WILL HAVE COMPLETED DURING THE 1994-1996 
BIENNIUM THE REQUIS"E HOURS OF CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION CEJfi'~l 
BYTHE OHIO STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION ,•.· .. ' ~: [ ::~:. l.SPE6iAtiv'CJ,@sf cb~REcf.'~ ~s'rlM .>.:1 
AND APPROVED SY THE STATE MEDICAL BOARD, AND THAT THE INFORMATION 
PROVIDED ON THIS APPLJCAT/ON FOR RENEWAL IS TRUE AND CORRE'IJ 'Jl/lJ.Y IF CORRECTIONS ARE NECESSARY, PLEASE LLLJ L.LLJ LLLJ 
RESPECT. _ I• q' ENTER ALL SPECIALTY CODES. CODE1 CODE2 cODE3 

~ tc,,J ;~'.}~ Sfe:, 4tJ·14.,.:::::::: ..::._µ_1'!'1" REPORT ANY CHANGE OF ADDRESS 
( SIG~ATU-OF APPLICANT) (DATE) 

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER AMOUNT DUE DATE DUE I ~~I I I st E 
I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I l 

35-04-2299 $250.00 05/01/96 I b J:.r I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
RICHARD HARRY STRAUSS,M.D. ST E 

B 101 STARLING-LOVING HALL I rfv I I I I I I I· I I I I I I I ~I Id I I I 
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL c zti:rc oE 

COLUMBUS OH 43210 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
"'•rv 

1:gi;c:n;gi;!1ti 21: 0!1~50~22!1!1~ 100000250001 



I• I 
str ' ·'·' : . ·:·· 
I I ji'.g1 
stre~ti; 
I I Ft:·, 

Cou ·7.5 

1,.1 

J. J 

I I 

LLJ 
State 

I I 

II I II 
lip Coda 

I I 

',-:..... . ; . 
AT AN:t. TIME SINCE SIGNlrJ.(; YOUR LAST APPL/CAT/Of\ 
FO~EWAL OF YOUR' CERTIFICATE HAVE YOU: 

. ..;: ... ~ . 
YES 1JO . 

[J~ 1.) Been founcf:guilty. of, or pied guilty ·or no 
00 contest to a fe/.tiny or misdemeanor. 

YES NO . 
r--1.M 2.) Been founcfl;Juilty of, or pied guilty or no 
l_3:..J¢..J contest to a fitderal or state law regulating 

:§~ the possessio.rt,'..distribution or use of any 

~~ :~u::en addi9Ji)d to or dependent upon 
l_-WJ alcohol or any. phemical substance; or 
~ -:_,. been treated fot, or been diagnosed as 
r.,., suffering from,·drug or alcohol dependenc~ 

YES NO 

or abuse? You may answer "no" to this 
question if yo4 .have successfully completec 
treatment at a'p~ogram approved by this 
board and_havt1.subsequently adhered to 
_all statutory re{liJirements as contained in 
sections 4731.224 and 4731.25 O.R.C., and 
related provisldns, or you are currently 
enrolled in a b'Oard approved program. Any 
questions concerning approval can be 
directed to the board offices. 

D [C71 4.) Had malpractice insurance cancelled 
~ or limited for other than failure to pay 

premiums? 
YES NO . 

D f')?1 5.) Had any disciplinary action taken or 
LJ initiated against you by any state licensing 

board other than the State Medical 
Board of Ohio? 

YES NO 

D fV"l 6.) Surrendered; or_ consented to limitation 
~ upon: a) A license.to practice.medicine; 

OR b) State or federal privileges to 
prescribe controlled substances? 

YES NO · 
r\:71 D 7.) Had any clinical privileges suspended, 
~ restricted or revoked for reasons other 

than failure to maintain records or attend 
staff meetings? 

YES NO . 

D r\71 8,) Referred a patient, or participated in an 
~ arrangement or scheme for referral of a patient 

for clinical laboratory services to a person ' 
or facility in which either you or a member of 
your immediate family has an ownership or 
investment interest, or any compensation 
arrangement? -SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
(Options/ for purposes of identification ) 







- -
-
--

. STATE MEDICAL BOARD OF OHIO 
77 South High Street, 17th Floor • Columbus, Ohio 43266-0315 • (614) 466-3934 

RICHARD H STRAUSS MD 
OHIO ST UNIVERSITY 
Bl0l STARLING-LOVING HALL 
COLUMBUS OH 43210 

Dear Doctor: 

Date: June 11 , 1996 

In reviewing your renewal application we noted your affirmative answer to the question "At any time 
since signing your last application for renewal of your certificate have you had any clinical privileges 
suspended, restricted or revoked for reasons other than failure to maintain records or attend staff 
meetings?" 

We are requesting that you forward a brief explanation of your answer, including the name and 
location of the hospital involved and the date of the action. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this ma:1l¢t::.:.:. ._ 

JWR:jdc 

:~ ~ ~~:ha! 
Assistant Director 

CON Fl DENTIAL RHS_000736 

STRAUSSREFERENCE0003687 



.Mr. John Rohal 

Richard H. Strauss, M.D. 
1501 Doone Road 

Columbus, OH 43221 
Office telephone: (614) 293- 3908 

Home telephone: (614 ) 488-1094 
June 18, 1996 

State Medical Board of Ohio 
77 South High Street, 17th Floor 
Columbus, OH 43266-0315 

Dear Mr. Rohal: 

--frh-, 

Thank you for l~ letter of June 11, 1996, a copy of which is 
attached. ;~ .. - 't . :,f •.. ,,. 

As we discusse~{:~ ease refer to my letters to Dr. Gretter dated 
April 19 and Apt,~} 30 , 1996. I app_reciate your help in this 
matter. ~> .• ~. 1 

CON Fl DENTIAL 

Sincerely, 

~1~!~J j/~1';.,4:4~~~ 
Richard H. Strauss, M.O. 

RHS_000735 

STRAUSSREFERENCE0003686 
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30 East Broad Street, 3rd Floor 

Columbus, Ohio 43215 

(614) 466-3934 

med.ohio.gov 

Minutes from the May 23, 2019 

Special Meeting of the State Medical Board of Ohio 

 

Pursuant to Ohio Revised Code 121.22(F), the State Medical Board came to order for a special meeting 

on Thursday, May 23. Acting president, Dr. Michael Schottenstein called the meeting to order at 11:30 

a.m. with the following members present: Dr. Rothermel, Mr. Giacalone, Dr. Schottenstein, Mr. 

Gonidakis, Dr. Feibel, and Dr. Bechtel. 

 

Dr. Bechtel made a motion to go into executive session to consult with the board’s attorneys concerning 

disputes involving the medical board that are the subject of pending or imminent court action. Dr. 

Rothermel seconded the motion. All board members voted aye, and the motion passed. 

 

Executive session began at 11:31 a.m. and ended at 12:15 p.m. 

 

DISCUSSION ON WAIVER OF CONFIDENTIALITY: (F)(5) 

Dr. Schottenstein stated: under the case law interpreting Section 4731.22(F)(5), several parties have 

confidentiality rights in the Board’s investigative files, including patients, complainants, the licensee, 

and the Board itself. This confidentiality protects sensitive patient information from being inappropriately 

released to the public. Investigative information protected under section 4731.22(F)(5) may be released 

to another governmental agency only if that agency is conducting an investigation of a violation of laws 

and rules. In December 2018, the State Medical Board of Ohio provided a copy of its investigative file 

regarding Richard Strauss, M.D. to Ohio State University as a governmental agency conducting an 

investigation of a violation of laws and rules.  The investigative file provided to Ohio State University 

was unredacted, with the exception of any social security numbers included in the file. The statute 

requires that the governmental agency in receipt of the board’s investigative materials must keep the 

information confidential in the same manner as the Medical Board is required to do. Ohio State 

University has indicated that some individuals with a confidentiality interest have waived that interest 

and has asked if the Medical Board would consider waiving its confidentiality interest in the investigative 

materials. 

 

Dr. Bechtel made a motion to waive the Medical Board’s confidentiality interest in the investigative 

materials involving Richard Strauss, M.D. Mr. Gonidakis provided a second on the motion. 

 

Mr. Giacalone stated that along with the board’s motion to waive confidentiality, we urge OSU to 

complete the information needed for their report, to provide some closure needed by the individuals 

and their families who have been affected by this event. 

 

Dr. Schottenstein stated that the Medical Board released the entire unredacted file to Ohio State. This 

conversation is about releasing it to the public; and the irony is that nobody wants to release the Strauss 



 State Medical Board of Ohio 
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www.med.ohio.gov 

file to the public more than the Medical Board. Not just because it is undeniably in the board’s self-

interest to release this file, because it clearly is, but to give the victims of this perpetrator some peace.  

As a rule, we value transparency, which is why all our proceedings occur in the public setting. Dr. 

Schottenstein thought it was frustrating for the board members and staff; that we felt an obligation to 

do our best to uphold the law, the F5 statue which makes medical board investigations confidential. 

Regrettably, if the board were to simply release the Strauss file to the public, it would likely have a 

chilling effect on the public’s confidence in coming forward with complaints. Right now, people know 

they can bring a complaint, and they will have absolute confidentiality.  Dr. Schottenstein stated that it 

is important for patients and whistleblowers to know that this is the case. If doubt about confidentiality 

creeps in then the public will stop coming forward with their concerns, and that will negatively impact 

the board’s ability to protect the public. 

 

Dr. Schottenstein continued: If he had been in the audience when the governor gave his press 

conference, he would have applauded him because he appreciates the governor’s leadership, and 

because he is grateful for the work group review.  As the governor said, even though it was 23 years 

ago, it is important to know if something went wrong with the medical board’s processes. It’s important 

to make sure that the board has rectified any failures in those processes. Our common goal is to protect 

the citizens of Ohio; anything that can further that goal is very much appreciated. Dr. Schottenstein is 

cautiously optimistic that the public would appreciate the current board’s approach to sexual 

misconduct complaints.  Every sexual misconduct complaint is automatically assigned our highest 

priority and is thoroughly investigated. The board has strong rules pertaining to sexual misconduct that 

it did not have 23 years ago.  And staff receives specific training in this area as well, but he would 

welcome the sunlight that a work group investigation will bring and would welcome any additional 

suggestions and recommendations for how the board can do its job better. Dr. Schottenstein’s heart 

breaks for the victims of this perpetrator. Words really cannot describe how horrified he has been about 

this.  He is also grateful to Ohio State, for doing their best to be open and thorough and transparent.  

At the end of the day, everybody’s on the same team.  The board wants this information out there.  It 

wants to make sure that this never happens again. The only question has been how to get there. So, 

when Ohio State came forward recently with their idea about individual complainants waiving their 

confidentiality, so that those aspects of the file could be released, he was grateful for that.  Dr. 

Schottenstein’s strong recommendation was that the board vote to approve the waiver of its 

confidentiality as allowed under the law.   

 

Dr. Bechtel made a motion to waive the Medical Board’s confidentiality interest in the investigative 

materials involving Richard Strauss, M.D. with protections for individuals who have not waived their 

confidentiality. Mr. Gonidakis provided a second on the motion. 

Roll call vote: 

• Dr. Rothermel- yes 

• Dr. Feibel- yes 

• Mr. Giacalone- yes 

• Dr. Schottenstein- yes 

• Mr. Gonidakis- yes 

• Dr. Bechtel- yes 
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The motion passed with six yes votes and zero no votes. 

 

Dr. Bechtel made a motion to adjourn. Mr. Gonidakis provided a second. A vote was taken, and all 

board members voted aye. The motion carried. The meeting was adjourned at 12:21 p.m. 

 

We hereby attest that these are the true and accurate approved minutes of the State medical Board of 

Ohio special meeting on May 23, 2019 as approved on July 10, 2019. 
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